Cost cutting has now become the order of the day within the Australian mining sector...
Falling commodity prices, unprecedented levels of investment, and lagging productivity has
resulted in mining executives pulling out the proverbial ‘cleaver’ to ruthlessly cut costs, often
having severe effects on those businesses who supply the mining sector. Cost cutting however, is
only a short term remedial solution and is actually the beginning of a long term journey by mining
companies to ultimately improve operational & cost efficiency. This can be seen as either a threat
or an opportunity for mining sector suppliers.

Cost Cutting Cause 1:

Falling Commodity Prices

SOURCE: Reserve Bank of Australia, Commodity Prices Index 2013

Cost Cutting Cause 2:

Unprecedented Levels
of Investment
SOURCE: Australian Bureau of Statistics: Private New Capital Expenditure and
Expected Expenditure Mining CAT 5625

Cost Cutting Cause 3:

Lagging Productivity
SOURCE: Australian Bureau of Statistics: Estimates of Industry Multifactor Productivity,
Australia: Detailed Productivity Estimates, 5260

Whilst cost cutting has posed real and in some cases severe impacts on mining sector suppliers,
it is important to remember that those organisations who will win and thrive in this environment,
will be those who can successfully turn threat into opportunity. Mining sector suppliers are now
confronted with three choices on how to strategically position their businesses. Each strategic
position will depend on where their business is currently positioned, where it wants to be
positioned in the future, and what resources are available to ultimately reach that position.

Indicators:

The Defenders
Present: The defenders have had their revenue hit by the severe cost cutting
demands made on them by their customers.
Future: They are positioning to defend revenue by reducing their own costs in
order to provision for providing discounts to customers.

The Maintainers
Present: The maintainers have experienced moderate changes in demand,
however have ultimately maintained revenue.
Future: They are positioning to maintain revenue by developing their value
adding capability and offering discount incentives to customers.

The Propagators
Present: The propagators have seen revenue increase as a result of their capability to significantly improve their customer’s operational & cost efficiency.
Future: They are positioning to propagate revenue by outperforming their
competitors on the basis of value adding capability.

Strategy I - Compete on Value more than Price
Key Question:

How important is price when
your customers are deciding to
purchase your products/services?

Strategy II - Outperform Competitors through Innovation
Key Question:

How is your organisation’s products or
services positioned against competitors
in terms of value adding capability?

Strategy III - Build Brand Awareness around Value
Key Question:

Do current/potential customers have
a clear understanding of your
organisations capability
to add value to them?
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